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Organic Electro Scan testing
SaferCall© – the protection sticker for mobile phone telecom systems
The E-scan is able to show stressed tissues or organs in the body. The scan lasts for about 5
minutes. It is based on bioresonance technologies and electro dermal screening.
The tests have been carried out at the premises of OMNIGREEN Health Centre in Camden
Medical Centre, Singapore on the 7.Sept 2006.
The test person did 5 scans, where micro currents were conducted in the body.
After each test, which is about 5 minutes, a computer calculates the data and additionally to
the values, this is shown as well as a 3 dimensional report on an animated graphic human
body on the computer screen.
Test procedure:
The test person gets connected with the computer, while hands and feet touching a metal
plate, and the forehead get connected with 2 cables/ leads to the computer.
Tests:
1. without Hand phone
2. With Hand phone, no sticker, fixed at the belt (because the hands need to be fixed at the
metal plates all the time).
3. With SaferCall© sticker, same as above.
4. We fixed the Hand phone with a simple plastic string at the right side of the head, no
sticker.
5. Same as 4, but with SaferCall© sticker.
General:
Test 2 - 5 have been carried out with the HP in speaking mode for 5 minutes during the
individual scans. Another person called the HP and it was connected all the time.
Results:
Compare test 1 and 2.
Actually here you can see how bad the Hand phone radiation is for the human body, if you
compare the 2 tests.
Compare test 2 and 3: a slightly improvement with the sticker
Compare test 4 and 5:
A clear evidence that the sticker is protecting not only the brain.
Look at the color changing at the
1. Head area, (Dark blue and red to light blue and yellow)
2. Thyroid, (back to normal)
3. Lungs / Thymus area in the middle (dark yellow to light yellow),
4. Adrenal glands at the back,
5. Lung at the back (the blue color is gone, back to normal)
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We know from previous tests with mobile phones and EEG done by Dr Marinelli, and Dr
Rossini in Italy, that it takes nearly an hour to get rid of the excitement produced by
electromagnetic waves. (“Hand phones excites brain”)
So please bear that in mind, because actually we should have done the tests in a different
sequence. Sticker-Protected first and then unprotected.
But time was short and time is money, as the tests are costly.
Interpretation:
Red: Worst color, highly affected.
Please look at the scan tests on the above right to see the color schemes.
Compare the at the Scan test 4 without the sticker in head area with Scan 5, with SaferCall
sticker.
Yellow: inflammation / excitement.
After the second scan with the HP on the tummy the inflammation / excitement can be seen
on nearly all areas at the abdomen.
(Of course no one will use the phone there, except carrying it at the belt or in the trousers
and remember that the moment you HP receives a call or sms, this is the highest exposure)
Think of your reproductive system.
Blue : is a stadium of tiredness or slight degenerative process.
Dark blue is even worse.
Congratulation to the test person, (which was me) to get microwaved and exposed to the
radiation without protection.
As I am wearing protection devices like RayGuard most of the time and use the SaferCall
sticker when phoning, my Scan values are a bit better than people who are “unprotected”, or
not as highly electro sensible.
But anyway if you compare Scan 1 and Scan 2, here you can see the impact of Handphone
radiation if you wear the phone at you belt or in your pants. Consider that the highest
radiation is produced, once you receive the call signal, or exactly 1-2 seconds before your
phone is ringing. Consider that the time the Hand phone was put on speaking mode is only 5
minutes in each scan, (means 20 minutes in total as exposure time to HP radiation) but
enough to produce these changes in the human body own electric field.
We did all the tests with no breaks, immediately one after the other.
On the detailed report we could as well proof that the values (given by numbers from the E scan) on all organs have improved, even if the color was not changing, while using the
sticker SaferCall. Detailed report is available on request.
Dr Michael Billmann (ND)
Doctor of alternative medicine
Singapore, Sept 2006
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Protect your brain and do SaferCalls.

Safer Call: certified and recommended by the IGEF
International Association for electro smog research in Germany
Made in Germany
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1. Nothing

2. With handphone (no sticker) at abdomen
3. With handphone (sticker) at abdomen
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4. With Handphone (no sticker) at right side of the head
5 With Handphone (sticker) at right side of the head
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Detailed pictures from the BioScan experiment with the SaferCall© Sticker.
1. Without the SaferCall© Sticker
Head area: critical colors: Dark blue / red
Thyroid area
Lung/ Thymus area
Spleen area
Lung and Adrenal area at the back

2.With the SaferCall© Sticker
Improvement.
Compare the above mentioned areas.
Also in the lung area the colors changed
from dark to lighter yellow.
Areas completely cleared:
Thyroid, Spleen,
Adrenal right, Lung (at the back)

1.Without the SaferCall© Sticker (close up):

2.With the SaferCall© Sticker (close up):
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